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Abstract 
Fahrion, R. and G. Dollansky, Construction of university faculty timetables using logic program- 
ming techniques, Discrete Applied Maahematics 35 (1992) 221-236. 
A Prolog rule system for timetable construction in university faculties is proposed. The main 
module is concerned to the search of feasible instructor/room assignments under additional con- 
sideration of the faculty’s education plan and certain a priori fixed assignment options. For ac- 
celerating the assignment search, a simple heuristic priority scheme is assumed. In another 
module, manual procedures for manipulating interactively the assignrr, t results are possible. 
Further modules control the menu-driven input and maintenance of room and time planning 
data, manage the creation of timetable outputs and numerous urbey tables, and thus contribute 
to a high transparency of the timetable planning process. The conceptional scheme of the under- 
lying database contains information about lectures, exercises and seminars, lecturers and instruc- 
tors, lecture halls, exercise rooms, and equivalent compatible rooms. Practical experiences with 
the program system, run on AT microcomputers, will be reported. 
1. Introduction 
A generally accepted notation or definition of a timetable has not been achieved 
up to the present hough numerous articles appeared about this subject in the last 
thirty years. Timetable problems are of their fundamental nature assignment prob- 
lems. Typical elements for the assignment are participants, availabilities, uch as lec- 
ture halls or auxiliary means, “meets” which define a binary relation between 
participants and availabilities, and mostly some prcassignments which reduce the 
state space of feasible timetables. Timetable problems are NP-hard, only in special 
cases ome reduced problems were pointed out to be polynomial. Such a special case 
is the requirement of a permanent availability of lecturers or instructors and rooms. 
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The best-known approach for solving timetable problems is the matrix apy:roach 
due to Gotlieb [4] who solves a three-dimensional linear assignment problem via the 
Hungarian method. 
The approach of using branch-and-bound techniques for solving the O-1 linear 
optimization problem only makes sense for small problem sizes, too. Mihoc and 
Balas [ 101 formulated the timetabling problem as an optimization problem, Krawczyk 
[8] offered a linear programming approach. Junginger [7] gave a reduction of the 
timetabling problem to a three-dimensional transportation problem (30 classes, 
80 teachers, 30 time periods, i.e., 72.000 integer variables and 5.700 constraints), 
and Tripathy [14] yields the formulation of a ccllege timetabling problem as an in- 
teger linear programming problem. There is a close connection of timetabling prob- 
lems to the coloring of graphs, many papers are focusing this aspect o timetabling 
problems. The hypergraph concept of Schmidt and Strijhlein [12] should be men- 
tioned, too. Their concept allows the inclusion of side conditions and ir character- 
ized by a mincut analysis. The timetabling solution process may be conceived as a 
mixture of assignment, matching, and network algorithms. Therefore, graph theory 
with vertex and edge coloring techniques are of great interest for timetable problems 
(see [ 11,3]). Nevertheless, all these exact mathematical methods allow a small prob- 
lem size only, zs long as all availability conditions have to be matched. 
There arr: a lot . j 1 pt. ~0 rs using heuristics due to complexity. Most of the heuristic 
problems are SOI 4 _ ’ by ‘nulation of the manual procedure. Such kinds of “book- 
keeping” methods L c _ ,dmmon sense selection and assignment techniqes based on 
empirical knowledge and thus lead to an enormous reduction of the complexity 
order. There is a collection of school timetabling programs for mainframes and for 
microcomputers which can be found in Junginger [6]. These programs work in the 
well-known way by allocating class-teacher assignments according to heuristic rules, 
or interactively by successive inclusion of class-teacher assignments and the auto- 
matic generation of preliminary timetables. 
In Germany the system UNTIS is run on a mainframe in regional computing 
centers, the versions AU.ST.ER (1982-1984) are successfully used as well (see 
Laubenheimer (1985), quoted in [7, p. 711). However, timetabling restrictions for 
universities differ from those in schools. For example, the size of a lecture hall is 
completely irrelevant for school timetabling, as well as not each lecture hall has to 
be occupied all the time, whereas classrooms in school are normally assigned to a 
certain class such that it is occupied by this class for most of the time. There are 
not that many computer programs available for university timetabling. We should 
mention BAMP7H, a modification of Brusberg’s [l] program, and STOP based on 
COSMO at the Technical University of Berlin [S]. 
In this paper we are concentrating on timetables for universities, especially to that 
of a university faculty, and propose a Prolog rule system which can be run on a 
microcomputer. In the following sections we discuss a rule-oriented production 
system for room and timetable planning in a university faculty. The conceptual 
scheme of the database contains information about lectures, exercises and seminars, 
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lecturers or university teachers, lecture halls, and equivalent rooms. Restrictions due 
to the faculty’s education plan are considered which allow checking of the feasibility 
of a lecturer-room assignment with respect o the conditions of the education plan. 
The program system consists of a few modules: The first module controls the menu- 
driven input and maintenance of room and time planning data. The main predicate 
of the second module is concerned with the search of feasible lecturer-room-time 
assignments under additional consideration of the faculty’s education plan as well 
as prior desired assignment options. If a desired room is a!ready assigned at a certain 
time, an equivalent room is searched for. For accelerating the assignment search, 
an initial sort of the lecture data and a heuristic priority scheme are taken into ac- 
count. The third module allows manual procedures for manipulating the assignment 
results. Principally, double or multiple assignments are allowed, manual displace- 
ments of timetable cells may be handled interactively. Detailed room and lecture in- 
formation can be selected, thus a high transparency of the interactive simulation 
process is achieved. The last module contains all output predicates which can be ac- 
tivated by menu selection. The module allows the creation of timetable outputs for 
each room and each lecturer separately, yields survey tables of lectures, lecturers 
and lecture halls, supplies optionally selected formats of the table forms, and per- 
mits the optional choice of output devices (screen, file, printer). 
The program system for room/lecturer assignment and interactive timetable plan- 
ning proposed here is running on microcomputers with operating system MS-DOS. 
Control is achieved by using a batch file “ttp_plan.bat”. As described in Section 3, 
all facts must be available in a file “user_filename.dba”. The program system is 
started entering the command “ttp-plan user_filename.dba”.The database file is 
passed through to a file ttp_menu.exe (written in Pascal) which offers four options 
to be selected by their user: 
(1) Input and modification of database facts (Section S), using the Prolog pro- 
gram “ttp_in.pro”. 
(2) Timetable assignments (Section 3), using the Prolog program “ttp_assi.pro”. 
(3) Interactive manual alteration of the timetable assignments of Section 4 by 
using Prolog rules of the program “ttp_edit.pro” (Section 4). 
(4) Various options for timetable outputs using the Prolog program ‘“ttp_out.pro” 
(Section 5). 
2. Motivation for using Prolog programming techniques 
As mentioned in the section before, the search for solutions of timetabling prob- 
lems we are concerned with is extremely difficult. Therefore we made the attempt 
to use languages and environments which may be accessed by artificial intelligence 
techniques. The conventional idea of system development is to formulate the system 
requirements, to design the program in various modules, and to compile, link and 
execute the program. With complex problems this development process is not as 
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straightforward. But artificial ir.p.elligence languages and the integrated environ- 
ments in which they are embedded, enable us to handle problems with a high degree 
of complexity. Prolog as a programming language, and more generally logical pro- 
gramming, have received a wide publitity in recent years. Prolog is a programming 
language, borrowin- its basic construct; from logic. But Prolog programs have a 
precise opt rational eaning and contain precise instructions for the execution on 
a computer a lov :ver, we should give some hints to the distinction between Prolog 
programn&. anct logic programming. Logic programs use two, widely machine- 
independent concepts, namely truth and logic4 deduction. The question whether 
e.g. an inference is true, can be answered without any programming mechanism 
which is used in Prolog. 
There are two basic styles of using Prolog programs: Defining a logical database 
and manipulating data structures, and recursive programming. A logic database is 
comprised of a set of facts and rules. Using a set of ru’cs we can define relations as 
in a relational database. Hence, all information on lecture halls, lecturers, auxiliary 
resources, etc. can be accessed in a relational database. The set of rules can define 
complex relational queries as it is done in relational algebr.-t.. So a Prolog program 
composed of a set of facts and rules can express the functionalities associated with 
relational databases. 
The relational concept is suitable to manipulate finite data structures. But recur- 
sive programming allows considering infinite or potentially infinne data structures. 
The construction of decision or goal trees does not require any algorithmic instruc- 
tions, but by recursive processing, lists of arbitrary length may by manipulated, 
though potential storage or stack overflow problems may occur with too large recur- 
sion depths. 
3. Heuristic assignment procedure 
The main target of this section concerns the heuristic search of feasible timetable 
assignments considering restrictions due to a priori desired lecture halls or exercise 
rooms. The restrictions concern with the size of a lecture hail, with desired auxiliary 
support (such as overhead p -rejector, blackboard, personal computer, flat screen 
etc.), and with a priority scheme for equivalent lecture rooms. In the relational 
representation of the essential predicates we use the following denotations: 
3.1. Declaration of relation attributes and variables 
sched = relation with arity 6 for a general schedule of the form ‘%(dnr,vnr,room, 
day,hour,wgr)” using the attributes: 
l dnr = actual identifier on a lecturer, 
l vnr = actual identifier of a lecture, exercise or seminar, 
l room = name of a lecture hall or exercise room, 
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l day,hour = day and begin time of a lecture “vnr” given by a lecturer/instructor 
with identifier “dnr”, in lecture hall/exercise room “room”, 
l wgr = priority degree for the fulfilment of a priori desired assignments, 
l prio,assgn = w(room,day,hour), 
l blist = a list with elements of the relation “sched”, 
l duration = duratiotl of a lecture/exercise, 
l vlst = list of specific assignments of room identifiers, 
l wlst = list containing elements of the relation “prio_assgn”, 
l dsum,dsum,pdsum = real-valued variables defining heuristic discriminant 
characteristics. 
3.2. The dynamic database (within the main storage or in an extended memory 
storage) contains the following relations which are often denoted as facts in the 
framewo ok of knowledge based systems 
Lectures/exercises/seminars: 
lect(vnr,dnr,wlst,room,day,hour,duration,wgr), 
characteristic figures for evaluating assignments: 
cf(psum,dsum,pdsum), 
lecturers/instructors: 
instruct(dnr,name,prio), 
lecture hall/exercise rooms: 
room(room). 
3.3. Denotation and purpose of the main predicates 
Search for an optimal assignment, construction principle for the 
schedule: 
search_assgn(blst,blst,vlstb 
search for an actually nonassigned lecture room for a specific time inter- 
val and determination of the priority degree: 
search_lr(wlst,room,day,hour, .vgr), 
matching of prior assigned rooms required by certain lecturers with ac- 
tually nonassigned rooms, checking of multiple room assignments and 
multiple lecturer assignments: 
check(dnr,room,day,hour,blst,_), 
determination of an assignment of priority characteristics in the list of 
lectures/exercises/seminars, computation of adequate priority figures 
associated with an update in the dynamic database: 
weight (vlst), 
determination of those rooms with a higher assignment priority than 
that of an actually considered priority: 
gr_grp_len(weight,vlst,vlst,vlst,vlst,vlst). 
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3.4. The rules and their importance for the search algorithm can be strmmarized as 
for/o ws 
load_file/P manages the choice and load process of a desired database of knowl- 
edge facts. 
find-fig/4 initializes the originally unsorted list of lectures/exercises and the list 
of priority characteristics. A further clause initializes the list of assignment priorities. 
Finally, a clause for stopping the initialization process is necessary. 
weight/l creates a new list sorted by the priority weights in the last argument of 
the list of lecture identifiers. This is done by recursive processing of the unsorted 
list of lecture identifiers. 
sort/2 forms special groups of lectures according to an actually considered priori- 
ty figure. 
search_assgn/3 represents the heuristic search strategy for the determination of 
a timetable schedule on the base of the sorted lecture list created in sort/2. “‘vlist” 
is recursively processed, and for a specific lecture identifier the corresponding iden- 
tifier of the lecturer, the duration of the lecture, the number of participants, and 
the prior assignment of the lecturer will be instantiated. In another clause of this 
predicate an adequate room is searched for, combined with begin time, duration, 
and priority. Within a further clause a list of scheduled assignments will be gener- 
ated for the actually instantiated variables. Two further subpredicates are managing 
the search for nonassigned rooms for a time span actually instantiated. 
output/l is handling the output masks of the various schedules. 
3.5. A detailed analysis of the underlying Prolog rules 
(1) The execution clause is practically self-explanatory. Syntax and the strings’ 
texts characterize the meaning of the conditions by their contents: 
exec :- 
clearwindow, 
makewindo-~(1,7,7,“Modu11”,0,0,25,80), 
write(” . . . reading database \ n”), 
load_file(Dataset), 
write(” . . . initialising list \ n”),! , 
findall(VNr,lect(V1r,_,_,_,_,_,_,_),VLst_unsorted), 
find_fig(VLst_unsorted,O,O,O),!, 
write(“ . ..weighting data\n”), 
weight(VLst_unsorted),!, 
write(“ . ..sorting data\n”), 
sort(VLst_unsorted,VLst),!, 
write(“ . . . searching for assignments \ n \ n”), 
search_assgn([ ],Plan,VLst),!, 
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output(Plan),!, 
write(“... updating database \I?‘), 
retractall(cf( _,_,_),dbasedom), 
update_db(Plan),!, 
save(Dataset), 
erase_db, 
write(“ \ nModule 1 successfully finished \ n”), 
readchar( _),removewindow. 
run :- 
removewindow,clearwindow. 
(2) The sum of priority figures (“Prior_sum”), sum of durations (“Dur-sum”), 
the sum of priority figure times duration (“P x D-sum”), will be added to the data- 
base. find-fig/4 determines the following priority characteristics by recursion, the 
first clause serves as stopping rule for the recursion: 
find_fig( [ ] ,Prior_sum,Dur_sum,P x D-sum) : - 
assert(cf(Prior_sum,Dur_sum,P x D-sum)). 
find_fig([VNr 1 Tail],Prior_sum,Dur_sum,P x D-sum) 
lect(VNr,DNr,_,_,_,-,Dur,_), 
instruct(DNr,_,Prior), 
Prior-sum + Prior = Prior2_sum, 
Dur_sum+Dur=Dur2_sum, 
P x D-sum + Prior*Dur = P x D2_sum, 
find_ fig(Tail,PGor2_sum,Dur2_sum,P x D2_sum). 
l - 
. 
(3) weight/l yields a rule for the weighting of the initialized but still unsorted list 
of lecture identifiers. Each weight is computed as a simple arithmetic rne2.2 of the 
four characteristic figures mentioned in (2). There is no doubt that this heuristic 
weighting scheme may be turned by altering the coefficients according to other prior 
given priority strategies. The following first clause is a stopping clause for the recur- 
sive second clause: 
weight ([VNr 1 Tail]) : - 
cf (Prior-sum, _ ,P x D-sum), 
retract(lect(VNr,DNr,Wlst,Room,Day,Hour,Dur,_)), 
instruct(DNr, _,Prior), 
Wgr = 0.25; (Prior/(Prior_sum + 0.1)) 
+ 0.25*((Prior*Dur)/(P x D-sum + 0. I)), 
assertz(lect(VNr,DNr,Wlst,Room,Day,Hour,Dur,Wgr)), 
! ,weight(Tail). 
(4) sort/2 executes the sort process of the lecture list by the weight in the last 
argument of fact “lect( . . . )“. For each lecture identifier and the associate weight a 
subpredicate determines recursively the list of all lecture identifiers with a greater 
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weight than those of the actually considered group, as well as the list of identifiers 
with a smaller weight than those of the group. Two further attributes are required 
for the actual partial list in the recursive construction of the final result lists. 
(5) search_assgn/3 is the main predicate of this section. It contains the search 
strategy for the assignment schedule represented in the list “Plan”. The lecture list 
“Vlst” can be assumed to be sorted by the previous predicates. “Vlst” is processed 
recursively for each lecture identifier, and in each step the corresponding lecturer 
identifier, duration of lecture and the desired schedule of the lecturer are instan- 
tiated. In subclause “search_lr” (“search lecture room”) a suitable lecture hall 
(“Room”) with time span (“Day, Hour”) and priority degree is searched for, under 
consideration of the desired schedule ‘‘WLst". 
Using the predicate schedule/lo, a list of assignments “New_sched_list” is created 
for the actual involved problem variables. The list “Planl” is empty at the begin- 
ning. “Plaul” and “New_sched_list” are joined in a temporary list “ZPlan”. Re- 
starting with “ZPkn” the search stra:Tgy is continued recursively for the rest list. 
The stopping rule delivers the final assignment schedule for all lecture identifiers 
when the third argument is the empty list: 
search_assgn(Plan,Plan,[ I). 
search_assgn(Plan 1 ,Plan2, [Vnr 1 Tail]) : - 
lect(Vnr,Dnr,Wlst,_,_,_,Dur,_), 
search_lr(Wlst,Room,Day,Hour,Wgr), 
schedule(New_sched_list,Dnr,Vnr,Room,Day,Hour,Dur,Wgr,Planl, 
free-r), 
append(New_sched_list ,Planl ,ZPlan),! , 
search_assgn(ZPlan,Plbn2,Tail). 
search_assgn(Planl,Plan2,[Vnr 1 Tail]) :- 
lect(Vnr,Dnr,Wlst,_,_,_,Dur,_), 
search_lr(Wlst,Room,Day,Hour,Wgr), 
schedule(New_sched_list,Dnr,Vnr,Room,Day,Hour,Dur,Wgr,Planl, 
occ-r), 
append(New_sched_list,Planl ,ZPlan),!, 
search_assgn(ZPlan,Plan2,Tail). 
search_assgn(Plan 1 ,P!an%, [Vnr 1 Tail]) : - 
lect(Vnr,Dnr,_,_,_,_,Dur,_), 
roomhour(Room,Day,Hour), 
schedule(New_sched_list,Dnr,Vnr,Room,Day,Hour,Dur,O,Planl,_), 
append(New_sched_list,Planl ,ZPlan),!, 
search_assgn(ZPlan,Plam2,Tail). 
The first clause searches for a suitable lecture hall/exercise room. The preferences 
of the lecturers contained in the first argument are recursively matched. In the first 
clause the maximal value of the lecturer’s priority has been arbitrarily fixed to 10, 
in order to fulfil the room requirement for the first lecturer/instructor immediately. 
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search_lr([w(Room,Day,Hour) 1 _],Room,Day,Hour,lO). 
search_lr([ _ 1 Tail],Room,Day,Hour,Degree) :- 
search_lr(Tail,Room,Day,Hour,Degree),!. 
We extend the arity of search_lr and additionally consider a further attribute for 
the number of participants as well as a further clause for compatible rooms. With 
a priority lower than 10, then by use of predicate room_compat/2 we can find an 
equivalent room which fulfils the required quantity of participants. If the first 
desired assignment of a lecturer cannot be fulfilled, the total list of desired assign- 
ments must be combed using the third clause: 
search_lr([w(Room,Day,Hour) 1 _],Room,Day,Hour,_,lO). 
search_lr([w(Room,Day,Hour) 1 _],CRoom,Day,Hour,NParticip,9) :- 
raum_compat(Room,CRoom), 
raum(CRoom,Size), 
Size 1 NParticip. 
search_lr([ _ I Tail],Room,Day,Hour,NParticip,Degree) :- 
search_lr(Tail,Room,Day,Hour,NParticip,Degree),!. 
The second clause as a further subpredicate of search_assgn/3 constructs an 
assignr,ient list of lecture rooms, given a lecturer’s identifier, lecture identifiers, 
durations, and priorities. A lecture hall assignment is added to the list if the result 
of the predicate “check” is “free-r” in the last argument. Otherwise, the next 
clause is executed, the variable “FreeRoom” will be instantiated with “occ_r”, and 
a displacement of the desired time is done recursively within the third clause: 
schedule([l,_,-,-,-,-HO,-,_,-). 
schedule([b(Dnr,Vnr,Room,Day,Hour,Wgr) I Tail],Dnr,Vnr,Room,Day, 
Hour,Dur,Wgr,Plan,FreeRoom) :- 
check(Dnr,Room,Day,Hour,Plan,FreeRoom), 
Dur2 = Dur - 1, Hour2 = Hour + 1, 
schedule(Tail,Dnr,Vnr,Room,Day,Hour2,Dur2,Wgr,Plan,Degree). 
check/6 checks whether a lecture hall is occupied for the (Day, Hour, Duration)- 
triple, and not reserved or already occupied by another lecturer. In the first premise 
(“roomhour”) the availability of the actual instantiated lecture hall for the actually 
instantiated time span is checked: 
check(Dnr,Room,Day,Hour,Plan,free_r) :- 
roomhour(Room,Day,Hour), 
instruct(Dnr,_,_),!, 
not(member(b( _,_, Room,Day,Hour,_),Plan)), 
not(member(b(Dnr,_,_,Day,Hour,_),Plan)),!. 
check(Dnr,Room,Day,Hour,Plan,occ_r) :- 
roomhour(Room,Day,Hour), 
instruct(Dnr,_,_),!, 
not(member(b(Dnr,_,_,Day,Hour,_),Plan)),!. 
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(6) To include further restrictions for the assignment schedule in order to reflect 
special preassignments of lectures and exercises with respect o their achievement 
within prior prescribed semesters, the original three-dimensional ssignment problem 
requires to do a lot of hard mathematical work. The parameters must be changed, 
additional conditions have to be formulated very scarefully such that the mutual 
relationships of the restrictions are represented adequately. It points out to be much 
easier if we include the education plan in the rule system. We only have to extend 
the fact b(dnr,... ) by the attribute “semester” which has the value zero if there is 
no restriction for the students to visit a specific lecture layed down in a certain 
semester. Otherwise. if the value is greater than zero, “semester” gives the current 
number of the semester in which the lecture will be offered and has to be visited. 
The dynamic database fact “lect” has to be extended by the additional attribute 
“semester”, too, As to the rules, we extend the predicate “check” by one more 
clause: 
check(Dnr,Room,Day,Hour,Plan,Semester,free_r) :- 
Semester <> 0, 
roomhour(Room,Day,Hour), 
instruct(Dnr,_,_),!, 
not(member(b( _,_,Room,Day,Hour,_,_),Plan)), 
not(member(b(Dnr,_,_,Day,Hour,_,_),Plan)), 
not(member(b( _,_,_,Day,Hour,_,Semester),Plan)),!. 
check(Dnr,Room,Day,Hour,Plan,Semester,free_r) :- 
Semester = 0, 
roomhour(Room,Day,Hour), 
instruct(Dnr,_,_),!, 
not(member(b(_, ,Room,Day,Hour,_,_),Plan)), 
not(member(b(Drn,_,_,Day,Hour,_,_),Plan)),I. 
checkiDnr,Room,Day,Hour,Plan,_,occ_r) :- 
roomhour(Room,Day,Hour), 
instruct(Drn,_,_),!, 
not(member(b(Dnr,_,_,Day,Hour,_),Plan)),!. 
In this context we recognize the tremendous advantage of considering a relation- 
oriented logical programming concept. Additional restrictions can easily be in- 
cluded, either as new relations or predicates, or by extension of the attribute list of 
the original ones. This exhibits Prolog as a fast prototyping tool which permits most 
flexible simulation of various restrictions added to the system. 
4. Interactive refinement of multiple assignments 
In the module of the previous section multiple assignments of rooms are allowed, 
and these may occur because of nonfeasible prior assignment requirements of 
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certain lecturers. In order to remove multiple assignments we developed a Prolog 
module which allows the choice of various output options associated with post- 
ponements of lectures/exercises/seminars in an actual considered timetable, as well 
as for a certain room and lecturer/instructor. Briefly, the following options may be 
chosen: 
- Timetable for a lecturer/instructor, 
- week timetable for a lecture hall/exercise room, 
- tables on different levels according to multiple room assignments, 
- temporal or spatial displacement of lectures and subsequent reassignment using 
the Prolog module of Section 3. 
The declarations of the predicates and database relations are essentially the same as 
in Section 3. Thus, we will dispense with a repetition of them and concentrate on 
those predicates which are concerned with the user options. The control core of the 
interaction module is the predicate 
run :- 
clearwindow, 
erase,db, 
makewindow(1 ,I 13,113,“Timetable Assignments”,0,0,20,24), 
makewindow(2,112,0,“ “,0,24,25,56), 
makewindow(3,112,0,“ “,20,0,5,25), 
makewindow(4,7,7,“Messages”,l2,28,3,24), 
field_str(0,0,22, “. . . Reading database”),!, 
load_file(File), removewindow, 
roomedit, 
makewindow(4,7,7,“Messages”,10,20,5,40), 
db_update(File), clearwindow, 
write( “Module 2 finished ! \ n”), 
write(“ \ nEnter any key !“), readchar( _),!, 
remo zwindow, 
gotowindow(3), removewindow, 
gotowindow(2), removewindow, 
gotowindow(l), removewindow, clearwindow. 
load-file/l manages the loading of the result file of module 1. First, the complete 
filename is passed through using the standard predicate “comline”. With “front- 
token” the input line wili be passed, and the existence of the file will be checked 
with “existfile”. With nonexisting file or with wrong input of the filename, the sec- 
ond clause requires entering the filename once more. Hereafter, all files of the actual 
directory are shown and the desired datafile may be selected by highlighted bar 
control: 
load_file(File) : - 
comline(Line), 
load_file2(Line,File), 
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existfile(File), consult (File), !. 
load_file( _) :- 
comline(Line), 
makewindow(5,7,7,“Message”,l2,28,5,24), 
write(Line,“Filename not valid - Enter any key!“), 
load_file2(File,File). 
load_file2(Line,File) : - 
fronttoken(Line,_,Rest), 
load_file2(Rest,File). 
roomedit/ represents the main predicate of this module and controls the screen 
output of timetables. In the starting situation the room in the first position of the 
relation “room” in the database of facts is considered. With predicate “show_room” 
the form for the week timetable of the actual considered room is constructed, and 
the assignment information will be put in the corresponding timetable cells for the 
upper displacement level. The room and the displacement level is stored to the 
dynamic database as fact “room_text(room(Room, Displacement-Level))“. With 
“menu” the menu options will be shown, and the system waits for entering the user 
option If the user input is correct, the clause branches to the clause “opt(Option)“. 
The program ends in case when the selected option equals to “E”. If the user input 
is erroneous, program control backtracks to the previous clause, i.e., the user input 
may be repeated. This is affected by the predicate “repeat”: 
roomedit : - 
room( _ ,Room, _), show_room(Room,l), 
assert(room_text(room(Room,l))), 
menu, repeat, input (Option), 
opt (Option), Option = “E”. 
show_room/2 shows the week timetable of a user-selected lecture hall or exercise 
room in the actual instantiated isplacement level. The generation of the timetable 
form is done in a subclause, further clauses are required for the positioning of the 
timetable cells and for optionally managing the alteration of the timetable displace- 
ment levels. 
In a further subclause the number of multiple assignments can be recognized by 
the number of characters “ l “. The corresponding position and the output of the 
timetable cells will be managed, and the number of displacement levels will be deter- 
mined. By recursion all cells of the room timetable are generated. 
A predicate choice/l with 13 clauses controls the output of various plans. Se- 
lecting “I”, the total list of lecturers or instructors will be produced. The user is 
prompted to enter a lecture idenuifier, the actual identifier will be deleted and the 
new one will be hold dynamically. Analogously, by choice of “R”, the list of rooms 
is created. Choosing “+” or “- “, the level of displacement is increased or reduced 
by 1, respectively. In the timecable cells the associated lecture identifiers are shown. 
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In order to have all information about a specific lecture or exercise, the user has to 
enter option “L” and the lecture identifier. 
The predicate displace/ 1 -o- ---- i L IILCIIIS ihe manuai displacement of a timetable cell 
either to another cell of the active timetable or to another room timetable. A predi- 
cate instruct-list delivers a survey of all multiple assignments which could not have 
been done away by the algorithm of module 1, because of a priori fixed assignments. 
5. Further auxiliary modules and empirical experiences 
The control of the program system is centered in a batch file “ttp_plan.bat” 
which activates the Pascal program ttp_menu.pas for the menu-driven selection of a 
database file and for executing the Prolog programs. The batch file contains the few 
statements “ECHO OFF; CLS; TTP_MENU % 1 9’02; TTP_BAT.BAT> NUL”, 
where TTP_BAT.BAT terminates the timetable planning process. Though the pro- 
gram modules for the convenient handling of the timetable planning system are 
necessary, we restrict the presentation and explanation of these modules to those 
elements which turn out to be indispensable for a global comprehension and insight 
in the structure of these programs. The input and output data file operations are 
represented as Prolog predicates, well knowing that screen and file handling opera- 
tions could be programmed more efficient with traditional structured programming 
languages uch as Pascal, and that Prolog is preferably used for search processes 
in complex decision trees. The following parts (l)-(3) show the cores of the input 
and output modules, in part (4) we show an extract of database facts for a timetable 
example with 118 lectures/exercises/seminars, 25 lecture halls/exercise rooms, and 
43 lecturers/instructors/tutors. Finally, in (5) we give some hints to extensions, 
especially concerned with handling very large timetable problems: 
(1) The Pascal program “TTP_MENU.PAS” creates the menu mask 
Timetable Planning for University Faculties 
D Maintaining Timetable Data 
A Generating Timetable Assignments 
M Interactive Alterations Database: . . . 
P Print Timetable Output Forms 
C Change Database File 
Q Quit Timetable Planning System 
Enter Option: . . . 
Each block-component of the controlling CASE-statement, associated with the 
menu options D-Q, consists of 
assign(batchfile,“TTP_BAT.BAT”); rewrite(batchfile); 
writeln(batchfile, “*.EXE” + file); writeln(batchfile,“TTP.BAT/K” + 
file); close(batchfile); 
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where %.EXE” stands for “TTP_IN.EXE” (facilities for input and modification 
of timetable data), “TTP_ASSG.EXE” (heuristic timetable assignments, Section 3), 
c‘TTP_EDIT.EXE” (interactive displacements of potential multiple assignments, 
Section 4), “TTP_OUT.EXE” (various screen and print outputs of timetable plans, 
this section), respectively. 
The facts containing all information about rooms and lectures/exercises/seminars 
etc. can be entered in a dBase III file. Hence, the input of the underlying informa- 
tion of a University faculty may be accomplished by people which are not familiar 
with the operation of the program system. Two program files with predicates for 
the mutual conversion of dBase files in files with Prolog facts have been generated. 
A program file “CONVERT1 .PRO” contains the predicates which generate astand- 
ard ASCII datafile in which the elements of a relation or fact are separated by com- 
mas. These files can be read by dBase III commands directly by using the SDF 
option. Another program file “CQNYERT2.pro” converts dBase III facts into 
Prolog facts in -ASCII form. 
(2) The Prolog source program “TTP_IN.PRO” contains the predicate 
“choice(User_option)“, where the variable “User-option” will be instantiated by 
an element of the list 
[“Type ((L)ecture,(E)xercise,(S)eminar,(T)utorial, . . . )“, 
“(L)ecturer/Instructor”, 
“(I)nstitute/Institution”, 
“Academic (G)rade”, 
“(U)ndergraduate/Graduates”, 
“(N)umber of Hours per Week”, 
“Number of (P)articipants”, 
“Prior Fixed (A)ssignments”, 
“(D)urations”]. 
Using various auxiliary predicates, for each of these options the database facts may 
be altered by replacing, modifying or deleting the corresponding enterings. 
(3) The Prolog source program “TTP_OUT.PRO” gives rise to essentially the 
same operations with respect o formatted output of produced timetable plans. The 
main user options are given as follows: 
Menu option 
Timetable Single Leclurer 
Timetable All Lecturers 
Assignment Single Room 
Assignment All Rooms 
Survey Table Lectures 
Table Lecture Information 
Table Lecturer Information 
Information On Rooms 
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(4) The following database xcerpt shows in which way the database facts have 
to be created. This can be done by explicit user-input in the form presented here, 
or by creating a logical dBase scheme for entering and editing the data, and ex- 
ecuting the conversion programs. The meaning of the attributes may be inferred 
from the declaration of the dynamic database in Section 3: 
lect(61,4,“AWI”,“E”,“G”,“ Information Systems 11”,2,2,0,” “, 
[w(“AWI 4121 “,“We”,l4)],“AWI 4121”,“We”, 
14,0.00076347267001) 
lect(60,4,“AWI”,“L”,“G”,“ Informatio_s Systems 11”,2,2,80,“ , 
[w(“AWI 1017”,“ Th”,9),w(“AWI 1017”,“Th”,l4)],“AWI 1017”, 
“Th”,10,0.012203405392) 
lect(65,4,“AWI”,“L”,“G”,“ Information Systems IV”,2,2,40,“ “, 
[w(“AWI 1017”,“ Mo”,14),w(“AWI 1017”,“Tu”,14)], 
“AWI 1017”,” MO”, 16,0.0099 19066046) 
room(“AW1 1017”,50) 
room(“AWI4121”,15) 
room(“AWI1016”,50) 
room_equiv(“AWI 1017”,“AWI 1016”) 
instruc(4,“Fahrion”,“Roland”,lO) 
instruc(l1 ,“Dollansky”,“Gerhard”,7) 
(5) The programs have been tested for two databases which have been created for 
the summer and winter semester, with data of the Department of Economics at the 
University of Heidelberg (119 lectures/exercises/seminars, 21 rooms, and 43 lec- 
turers/instructors). The execution of the Prolog program “ttp_assgn.pro” needs 
35 seconds of computing time on an AT 80286/10 MHz, and 15 seconds on an 
AT 80386120 MHz. The total amount of 640 KB main storage is required, such that 
no storage resident programs may be hold simultaneously. However, by rearranging 
the predicate “search_sched” as a backtracking process, we could achieve larger 
database dimensions at the expense of higher computing times but lower main 
storage requirements. Furthermore, the use of external databases associated with 
specific Prolog predicates permit the execution of large problems. However, up to 
the present we have no experiences about large problem sizes, say for 100 rooms and 
200 instructors. Presumably we expect no serious problems with computing time, 
but more the restricted main storage capacity will become a bottleneck. Therefore, 
for large problems another organisation of the dynamic database must be taken into 
account, as well as the availability of an extended memory storage card could supply 
this need. 
Our experiences show that a Prolog rule system is extremely flexible with respect 
to the inclusion of new or modified desired assignments of the faculty members. 
Furthermore, because of the scheduling desires of the instructors, multiple assign- 
ments will practically occur only in those situations where the prior fixed assignments 
are ostentatiously inconsistent. The heuristic assignment process described in Sec- 
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tion 3 points out to be very fast for the example mentioned above. All test runs were 
finished in a few seconds on an 80286 microcomputer. 
As to the multiple assignments we realized the removal of about one third of the 
overlapping room hours. At the beginning we had 39 overlappings due to the prior 
fixed assignments, after termination of the assignment program there were 23 over- 
lappings left. This result can be accepted, especially since the displacement may 
occur in relation to equivalent or compatible rooms, but not for other room hours. 
Only in case an instructor has prior assignment desires which contradict one another, 
displacements ofree and nonassigned time periods may be dealt with. It would have 
been possibie as well to defer the multiple assigned room hours forward and/or 
backward successively, within a backtracking search process. Deliberately, we are 
not pursuing this potentiality because the user should be admitted to handle the 
displacements interactively. In our case study the remaining 27 displacements could 
be removed very easily, and the timetable plan could be completed with smgle 
assignments, exclusively. 
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